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CAPE MAY COUNTY

Censure of Cape May freeholder exposes rift in
Republican Party
MICHELLE BRUNETTI POST Staff Writer  Jul 10, 2019

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE — An investigation and censure of a Republican
freeholder by her peers has exposed divisions within the Cape May County board,
which usually decides issues on 5-0 votes.

The all-Republican Board of Chosen Freeholders voted Tuesday night to approve two
censures of Freeholder E. Marie Hayes, for allegedly engaging in behavior involving
conflicts of interest and retaliation against County Clerk of the Board and Administrator
Elizabeth Bozzelli.

Hayes defended herself, calling the investigation that led to the censure biaҟᴀҏᴰҿ̈́i ̾εrcy
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retired judge. “We’ve all been friends at one point in time, then things changed. They
shouldn’t change because of a vote.”

But Thornton denied the investigation and censure were based solely on her voting
against Bozzelli’s new title.

Bozzelli brought a claim of retaliation against Hayes over behavior that culminated in
an Oct. 23 vote to change her title to both clerk of the board and administrator, a job she
had been doing for six years, Bozzelli said.

Morey and Hayes voted against changing her title, but the other three freeholders
supported it, and the change was made.

Bozzelli said her responsibilities didn’t change, as she had been doing the
administrator’s job since becoming clerk in 2012. Only her title changed, she said, and
she subsequently received about a $10,000 to $15,000 raise on a base pay of about
$120,000.

“The only reason I feel Ms. Hayes is using this opportunity to vote against me in a job I
have been doing for six years,” Bozzelli said after the Oct. 23 vote, “is that in
conjunction with the freeholder director, and the director of human resources, I have
been directly involved in decisions to document, discipline and not move a family
member ... to a fourth position at Ms. Hayes’ request.”

She said then she was “perceiving (Hayes’ vote) as retaliation for doing my job.”

The vote Tuesday night was 3-2 on the question of retaliation, with Thornton and
Freeholders Len Desiderio and Jeffrey Pierson voting for the censure. Hayes and Morey
voted against it.

On the conflict-of-interest censure, the vote was 4-1, with only Hayes voting no.

Morey said he believed Hayes had stepped over the line in regard to conflict of interest,
but that the matter should have been handled by giving her a chance to change her
behavior instead of moving to censure.
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